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Lawrence works to preserve historic Teakwood Room
Kat Girod
Staff Writer

_____________________

Housed on the second floor of Alice G. Chapman Hall, the Teakwood Room features an array of art and furnishings.
Photos by Adam Fleischer

Lawrence is actively
working to preserve its
Teakwood Room housed in
Alice G. Chapman Hall, according to Beth A. Zinsli,
Curator of Wriston Art Galleries, Assistant Professor of
Art History and Director of
the Museum Studies Interdisciplinary Area.
As teakwood, which accounts for the majority of
the furniture in the room, is
a rare item native to India,
Zinsli deemed it as crucial
to provide the proper care
and attention for the room
with a preservation assistance grant. This wood is
expensive, highly regarded
due to its beauty and takes
decades to reach the adequate maturity level to be
converted into furniture.
Therefore, it has been a
staple at Lawrence since the
19th century.
Through the preservation assistance grant, three
art conservators from the
Midwest Art Conservation
Center, located in Minneapolis, visited Lawrence in
early October and conducted a complete assessment of
the room.
In their assessment, the
conservators carried out
tasks such as environmental monitoring to gauge
the room’s condition and
deemed it as satisfactory;

however, they have yet to release their report regarding
specific objects in the room.
Zinsli noted that this objectoriented report will assign a
priority to each of the items
-- such as the crafted arches,
Tiffany glass lamps, vases,
wall panels and sculptures
-- in the room to determine
which items require immediate attention, care and
maintenance.
The comprehensive report Zinsli receives from the
conservators in early 2022
will determine the next
steps in the process. Based
on what the conservators
outline as necessary to take
care of, she plans to apply
for another grant to address
the conservation tasks and
cleanings listed by the conservators.
The most important aspect of this environmental
evaluation, per Zinsli, is
for the team to assess how
the current condition of the
room is affecting the teakwood. As teakwood does not
grow naturally in the United
States, it is vital that elements such as humidity and
temperature are tracked
and adjusted accordingly to
ensure the material will not
be negatively impacted by
these factors.
Features such as the humidity and temperature of
the room being incompatible with the teakwood will

prompt Zinsli to procure a
humidifier or dehumidifier
to combat this issue.
Beyond the effort to conserve the room, Zinsli highlights that the grants aimed
towards its protection also
have the goal of ensuring it
exists as a more accessible
space on campus. The appropriate and active upkeep
of the room will allow there
to be more confidence in
opening the space to others: in turn, enabling more
students to have an awareness of the room and its
importance. The question
of whether it can function
as a study space or a more
common reception area is
a concern to be addressed
throughout the conservation process.
“We want to have a balance where we’re preserving
it and taking care of it,” said
Erin Chudacoff, Executive
Director of Donor Engagement, “but we also want to
have people know it’s there
and be able to visit and
share it.”
In the mission to spread
awareness of the room and
share it with a wider community, Chudacoff mentions the potential of having
it join the Wriston collection.
Zinsli also states the desire to put the Teakwood
Room on Google arts and

See page 2

Upcoming Global Health Minor sparks faculty search
Jack Skywalker
Staff Writer

_______________________

THIS

WEEK

Lawrence
University
launched a search for a faculty
member with credentials in
global and public health this
term in hope of creating a new
minor starting fall 2023 at the
soonest, according to Mark
Jenike, Associate Professor of
Anthropology, who is the chair
of the search committee.
The search committee is
made up of a group of faculty
members from various departments across the university, including biology, ethnic studies
and anthropology.
Lawrence has been seeking to expand its offering in

the field of healthcare career
preparation in recent years,
with both hands-on experiences offered by the Career
Center and the enhancements
of certain academic programs,
such as the launch of the new
health and society minor this
Fall Term.
Global and public health has
been an area of growing interest for students at Lawrence in
recent years. The new program
would enhance the academic
preparation for students who
are interested in pursuing a
healthcare career, according
to Beth De Stasio, Raymond
H. Herzog Professor of Science
and Professor of Biology, who
is involved in the search.
“It’s...making us a leader in
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healthcare career preparation
and setting that in the liberal
arts context,” De Stasio said.
“It is important that students
enter healthcare careers of all
kinds with the sense of what it
is to be a human being from a
holistic standpoint and ... know
things from all kinds of disciplines.”
So far, the search committee
has placed advertisements in
different professional societies,
reached out to Lawrence alumni and contacted historically
Black colleges and Hispanicserving institutions to increase
the diversity of the applicant
pool.
The search committee hopes
to make the hire by next Winter or Spring Term. The new

faculty member will then start
a career at Lawrence in the fall
of 2022. If the search is unsuccessful, the committee may
launch another search in the
future.
The creation of a new academic program requires submitting a proposal to a curriculum committee made up of
faculty to determine the needs
of the program and learning
outcomes.
According to Jenike, the
design of the new program in
global and public health will be
dependent on the expertise of
the new faculty member hired
by the search committee. After
the new program is designed, a
proposal will then be drafted to
be approved by the curriculum
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committee.
During the process, the
committee will examine how
the new program will fit in the
liberal arts context, what the
progression will be to reach the
pre-determined learning outcomes, and whether the program is going to be sustainable
in the long term.
“We don’t want to create
something that we can’t sustain over the long term,” De
Stasio said. “Making sure that
we have the faculty expertise
to offer the program is why we
thought we needed someone
who has public health credentials to come in, help design
the program and lead [the program] because we currently
don’t have someone with that

kind of credential.”
The new position is named
the Mark Burstein Professor of
Global and Public Health, a gift
from trustees and benefactors
of the university to celebrate
Mark Burstein’s tenure as the
16th president of Lawrence
University.
A group of faculty members
have been working for the last
ten years to secure funding for
this new position. The funding
was approved last year in association with Mark Burstein’s
retirement, per Jenike.
“We are just really excited to
get off the ground, and hopefully we will have a robust applicant pool,” De Stasio said.
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THIS WEEK IN PHOTO(S): Haunted House

Lawrence’s Student Organization for University Programming turned
the Warch Campus Center’s Somerset Room into a haunted house on
Halloween night. Here’s our favorite photo of the evening.

We are in:

YELLOW LIGHT
Moderate
Risk

Enhanced
Precautions

Masking required indoors; inreased
surveillance testing; keycard needed
for building entry; high traffic areas
deep-cleaned.
*data reported as of Nov. 3

Lawrence works to
preserve historic
Teakwood Room (cont.)
culture, where 3D showcases
of various culturally significant
works are up loaded. With this,
people could virtually visit the
room, look up at the ceiling and
zoom in closely on objects such as
the Tiffany lamps and their orange
glow.
These conservation efforts
speak to the centuries’ worth of
history the Teakwood Room is entrenched in. The Teakwood Room
was commissioned in the late 19th
century by Alice G. Chapman, a
major benefactor of MilwaukeeDowner College for Women,
which merged with Lawrence in
1964. When she was older, Chapman donated all the assets of the
room to Milwaukee-Downer College.
According to Zinsli, Lockwood
de Forest, an American painter
and interior designer, featured
carved pieces of teakwood and
presented his creations at the Chicago World’s Fair of 1892. Alice G.

Chapman then contracted De Forest to make her similar teakwood
crafts and he had artists in India
carve the teakwood to the exact
specifications of the room in her
home where she wanted it.
Zinsli notes that Chapman’s
commissioning of Lockwood De
Forest’s work illuminates what
was happening in the arts and
crafts movements in the US and
what Indian artists were doing in
the subcontinent: working with
teakwood.
An excerpt from the 1968 Appleton Post-Crescent, provided by
Chudacoff, details that Chapman
wanted to be sure that even after
her death the room would continue to give and invite beauty.
“It represents three distinct
moments in history,” Zinsli said.
“When it was in Alice G. Chapman’s house, when it was a part of
Milwaukee-Downer college and its
existence as a part of Lawrence.”

Do you have questions about any new
developments on campus? Should the
Lawrentian be covering any event?

Let us know!
Send any tips to TheLawrentianNews@
gmail.com.

Photo by Adam Fleischer.

Fred Sturm Jazz Weekend returns in
new, student-oriented format
Sophia Schultz
Staff Writer

______________________

The Lawrence University
Conservatory of Music will
be marking its 40th anniversary of hosting the Fred
Sturm Jazz Celebration
Weekend on Nov. 5–6, with
an agenda that varies from
previous years.
Although previous years
have included high school
jazz bands from across the
Midwest coming to Lawrence to participate in
workshops led by visiting
clinicians, the university
decided that this year, due
to the presence of the COVID-19, it would not be sensible to host 900 high school
students in person, Dean of
the Conservatory Brian Pertl
said. Instead of cancelling
this year’s Jazz Celebration
Weekend as was done in
2020, this year’s workshop
slots will be used as opportunities for the Lawrence
campus community to explore music and honor Fred
Sturm’s legacy, Pertl said.
“It just means so much to
all of us to bring this tradition back to honor the 40th
anniversary of Jazz Weekend,” Director of Conservatory Programming Jillian
Johnson said. “It’s a celebration of music, and the spirit
of improvisation and creation, and the way that mu-

sic can build a community
and bind it together. I’m just
excited to feel the energy of
Jazz Weekend again.”
Workshops led by Lawrence professors, as well as a
few students, will take place
on Saturday, Nov. 6, and will
include a Deep Listening
workshop, an Improvisation
for All workshop, a Gamelan
workshop, a Samba drumming workshop and a few
others. The workshops are
geared toward any member
of the on-campus community, at any level of musicmaking, Director of Conservatory Operations Rosie
Cannizzo said.
“We just really wanted to
plan a day that celebrates
what happens in the jazz
department and invites
the whole community in to
share in that,” Cannizzo said
in an email.
The Improvisation for All
workshop, for example, will
be an informal educational
opportunity for beginners to
become more comfortable
with improvisation, according to junior Jasper Kashou,
a saxophone performance
major and student workshop leader. The workshop
will include games and improvisation tips provided by
Professor Patty Darling and
the student leaders, Kashou
said.
“We’re basically just trying to reach out to people

outside of the jazz department to help get people
more comfortable with improvising and kind of open
some new discourse, some
new ideas about what like
improvisation can be and
like it doesn’t have to just
all be so performative, it can
be more community-based,”
Kashou said.
Consistent with previous
years, invited guest artists
will be performing in concerts on Friday and Saturday
night. The concerts this year
will be open to LU students,
faculty and staff for an inperson experience, and then
streamed for the general
public. Tickets for these concerts can be acquired for free
with proof of a student ID at
the Box Office.
To honor Fred Sturm for
the 40th anniversary, Saturday night’s concert will
be performed by Ike Sturm,
bassist, composer and son of
Fred Sturm, with his group,
Heart, and featured guest
saxophonist Donny McCaslin, who can be heard on
David Bowie’s final studio
album, “Blackstar.”
Fred Sturm, for whom
Jazz Weekend was renamed
after his passing, was a jazz
and trombone professor at
Lawrence University for 26
years and established Jazz
Celebration Weekend in
1981.
Pertl, who received a

B.Mus. in trombone performance and a B.A. in English
from Lawrence University,
was a student of Sturm’s.
Pertl was also a first-year
student the year Jazz Celebration Weekend was first
established.
“For me personally, Fred
Sturm is the reason I came
to Lawrence, and he’s also
the reason I came back to be
the dean,” Pertl said. “[…]
He’s probably the single
most influential person in
my life as far as my career
path goes.”
As for the 2022-23 school
year, if it is safe enough to
have 900 high school students on campus again for
Jazz Celebration Weekend,
then that will happen again,
Pertl said. As for continuing
to provide opportunities for
campus-wide involvement
in musical exploration, the
Conservatory plans to make
that an event that happens
in the spring.
“And if we move it to
spring, and the weather gods
are smiling, then we could
have outdoor drumming and
outdoor gamelan and outdoor movement and outdoor
deep listening, and then it
could take on a life of its
own as a separate idea that
started in the Fred Sturm
Jazz Celebration Weekend
slot but then move to a place
of its own,” Pertl said.
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Sean McLaughlin
Staff Writer

_____________________________

I’ve considered writing this article for quite a long time, because at
least among my own athletic community, it is one of the most highly contested debates around, and has been
for years. Both Cristiano Ronaldo and
Lionel Messi are considered among
the greatest to ever play the game of
soccer, and each has their own cult
following. Ronaldo has over 1000 club
matches, messi is within 100 games
of the same mark (he is two years
younger). Both score 30-40 goals a
season minimum to this day, despite
being 36 and 34, respectively. Both
have countless titles and legacies that
will be remembered forever. So who
is the better player? In this article, I’ll
go facet-by-facet through the game of
soccer, and compare each’s abilities
on the field within each category. At
the end of each section, I’ll render my
verdict on who takes the victory, and
end the piece with my personal (hot)
take on who should be remembered as
the superior player of the pair.

Antonio Gonzalez
Staff Writer

_____________________________

UFC 267, or by the end of this article, UFC “Russians dominate everything,” took place in Abu Dhabi this
past weekend and was a card stacked
full of talent and topped with two title
fights for the interim bantamweight
title and the light heavyweight title.
The card opened up with a light
heavyweight bout between surging
Russian fighter Magomed Ankalaev and former title contender and
Swiss fighter Volkan Oezdemir. By
the opening of this article, it’s clear
that the Russian won. H vv e got the
better of Volkan at the end of three
rounds, getting the decision victory
with a masterful striking performance
in the biggest win of his UFC career
thus far. Unfortunately, it does not
look good for former title contender
Volkan as his losing streak has been
extended to two, with his last victory
being in 2019 by split decision. Next
came even more Russian domination,
this time in the welterweight division.
The second fight of the card

Antonio Gonzalez
Staff Writer

_____________________________

In the wonderful world of combat sports, it’s always special when
fans are blessed with multiple cards
of massive talent on one night across
different sports. Unfortunately, the
only difficult decision on days like the
one this coming Saturday is choosing
what to watch, since promotions love
to schedule fun stuff at the same time.
For those who are so inclined, you
can split the same screen with completely legal streams of said fights, or
have friends whose screens you can
borrow for completely legal streams
that you definitely paid for. But on
with the wonderful fights taking place
this weekend on November 6th.
The UFC brings its promotion
from Fight Island in Adu Dhabi last
weekend to New York City, as they
host one of their biggest cards in
Madison Square Garden for the first
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The Messi-Ronaldo debate

Goalscoring
Why not begin with a bang? Both
Messi and Ronaldo are renowned for
their goal scoring abilities. At the time
of writing, Messi has scored 752 career
senior goals, while Ronaldo has 790.
However, Messi has accomplished
this feat in 145 less games, giving him
the superior goals-per-game ratio of
0.80. So, maybe this case seems simple enough: Messi for the win? I think
not. Or at least, this comparison is not
so simple. A number of other factors
should be considered. For example,
Ronaldo has more international goals
(115, a record), Champions League
goals (138, also a record) and World
Cup goals (7). So, one could make a
very convincing argument that Ronaldo has done more on the bigger occasion than Messi. He also has a habit of
scoring in the more important games
in these contexts, with over 60 of his
Champions League goals coming in
the knockout rounds, which feeds this
narrative. For this reason, I give Ronaldo the nod in this category. He has
more cumulative goals, and despite
his worse goals-per-game return of

0.73, he has blossomed into the most
natural goal scorer we have ever seen,
and does it when it matters most.
Creativity
Just as important in the attack as
scoring goals is creating them. Thus,
we ought to also examine creative statistics like assists. Messi jumps out to
a lead here, with 315 career assists, the
most in history, and a number which
is continuing to grow. Ronaldo is also
world class in this metric, perhaps
against the popular narrative, with
227 assists to his name. So again, is
Messi the clear cut winner here? Perhaps, but we ought to look closer.
The two have progressed into
two very different roles throughout
their careers. Ronaldo started as a
tricky winger, running at defenders
and whipping shots at goal or crosses
into the box, while Messi began as a
false 9 responsible for using his close
control to receive, run at defenders
and create goals for himself or others.
Both in their youth were elite creators,
even if in different ways. Nowadays,
as they near the end of their careers,
these roles have changed. Age has

seen Ronaldo become a more lethal
striker, playing centrally and responsible for scoring more and creating
less, while Messi has dropped into a
deeper, more facilitating role (at least
before his move to PSG), driving the
team forward and creating chances
from further back on the pitch. Thus,
Ronaldo has the less creatively demanding role. The question then becomes, can he be faulted for his lack of
creativity in recent times in comparison to Messi?
Messi transitioned into a creator when age began to affect his legs
because footballing intelligence was
simply best suited to that role; while
he is a natural scorer as well, he has
an incredible capacity to see the entire
field and create chances for others.
Ronaldo also maintains this level of
skill, but in another area of the game
(that we have already covered): goal
scoring. The reason Ronaldo has fallen behind Messi in terms of creativity
in recent years is precisely because
his role was adapted to maximize his
best strength (scoring) and minimize
the skill that was diminishing with age

UFC 267 in review

saw the surging Russian, Khamzat
Chimaev, go against Chinese-born
Li Jingliang. The fight was the first
in a year for Chimaev due to health
concerns related to a COVID-19 diagnosis that pulled him from a card
last year. The comeback fight was a
quick re-entry into the conversation
for future title contention as Khamzat
dominated Jingliang for all 3 minutes and 16 seconds that the fight
lasted. The Russian put on a dominating grappling performance using
his wrestling background and massive frame that somehow cuts down
to 170lbs to hamper any efforts by
Jingliang. Khamzat ended the fight by
picking up Li, dragging him towards
UFC president Dana White and saying he would fight anybody. He then
proceeded to strangle Li, extending
his undefeated UFC record to 4-0.
It’s a very scary sight to see a crazy
bearded Russian man treat a ranked
fighter like a baby while screaming at
the company’s president. That fight
would not be the last display of Russian dominance of the night.
The third fight of the card paired

two fan favorite lightweight UFC
fighters. New Zealander Dan Hooker was set to fight off against Islam
Makhachev, the protégé of former
undefeated lightweight champion,
Khabib Nurmagomedov. Fans of Dan
Hooker know that the man is an animal as evidenced by the wars he has
had in the ring with the likes of current champion Dustin Poirier and
Paul Felder, and many had hopes for
the “Hangman” to put up the hardest
fight for the surging Russian fighter.
Makhachev, having only one loss on
his UFC record, has put on dominant
displays of grappling and striking
across his fights and seems to be the
second coming of the former champion Khabib, especially since the two
are best friends and share similar origins, skillsets and beards. The fight
was another one rounder as Makhachev was able to take down Hooker
and submit him via kimura (armlock). Having now defeated a ranked
lightweight, Makhachev seems set to
be only a couple more wins from a
possible title shot within the stacked
lightweight division.

The co-main event was the last
of the Russian domination, but only
because the main event involved no
Russian fighters. The interim bantamweight title was on the line as
Petr Yan faced Colorado native Cory
Sandhagen. The interim belt fight
was made as the current champion
Aljamain Sterling is recovering from
a convenient neck surgery. The two
arguably won their last fights against
their top ranked opponents, with Petr
Yan losing his title defense against
Aljamain
Sterling due to the most “devastating” illegal knee that has ever
been seen. Sandhagen fought TJ Dillashaw in his post-suspension-forusing-performance-enhancing-drugs
comeback fight. Sandhagen lost by
split decision, but left enough lasting
damage on Dillashaw that he had to
undergo knee surgery, taking TJ out
of the title shot. It definitely shows
who really won that fight. The two
made for a dynamic striking matchup
as both are very technical and talented fighters, with Sandhagen having
a possible edge due to his Jiu-Jitsu

Canelo vs. Plant, news in MMA

time since 2019. Headlining the event
are 3 explosive fights with the potential to be all-time classics.
First up is the lightweight fight
between former title challengers Justin Gaethje and Michael Chandler.
Gaethje, known for his brash hard
hitting and violent striking, looks to
set himself up for a title shot in his
first fight back since facing former
champion Khabib Nurmagomedov
just over a year ago. Chandler, who
is coming off a title fight loss to the
current champion Charles Oliveira,
is looking to put himself back into a
title fight much like Gaethje. The two
fighters both see themselves as the
number one contender for the title,
and are eager to prove themselves
worthy of fighting the winner of the
Poirier vs. Oliveira fight coming up
in December. The two are former
high-level wrestlers with devastating
knockout power and chins that can
take a beating. Ignoring my own bias

for Justin Gaethje, I’d say that this
fight has the potential to overshadow
the next two fights and maybe earn to
the title of fight of the year just based
off the fighters involved.
The next fight on the card, and
the co-main event of the evening, is
the immediate rematch of the April
fight between Rose Namajunas and
Weili Zhang for the women’s strawweight championship. Rose took the
belt from Weili Zhang in the first
round with a devastating head kick,
but Zhang is eager at the opportunity
to reclaim her belt. Ignoring the initial fight between the two, Zhang is a
tremendous fighter with world class
striking and grappling to rival the
equally elite levels of those skills that
Rose possesses. Both fighters have
tremendous ability that could see the
belt go either way, and whether they
finish early or go the distance, each
fighter will put it all on the line to
prove that they are the true champion

at 115 pounds.
The last fight of the night for
the UFC is the long-awaited rematch
between welterweight champion Kamaru Usman and Colby Covington.
The first fight between the two was
one of the best UFC fights ever. That
2019 fight saw Usman finish Covington by TKO in the fifth round via
ground strikes. Since then, Usman
has defended his belt three times,
while Colby has only fought once in
a decisive victory over former champion Tyron Woodley. There was great
animosity between the two fighters even before the first fight, as the
Covington’s character brings about
a lot of negative attention. Even after the fight, Colby claimed Usman
lied about eye pokes and a groin shot
that afforded him a rest and stopped
Colby’s momentum in the fight. Colby has also claimed that Usman has
been avoiding this upcoming rematch
since he was too scared to face a fight-

(creativity). Ronaldo relied on speed
and skill to create, whereas Messi has
always relied more on intelligence,
and thus has retained creativity as he
ages. On this ground, Messi edges it
for me.
Technical Skill
Though I may have hinted at this
topic in my previous two sections, it is
now time to address the question directly of which player is more skilled
on the ball. The problem with this
question is how broad it is. Technical skill incorporates all facets of the
game: passing, dribbling, striking,
beating defenders, retaining possession, and more. Thus, the plan is to
have a few brief subsections in this
section to discuss each area of skill,
and then I will make an overarching conclusion for technical skill as a
whole. I think, given the prowess each
has shown in the goal scoring area of
the game, it is appropriate to begin
with analyzing who has more skill at
finishing chances. In a very one-sided,
contest, I think Ronaldo takes this
one. He is by far the better finisher on

See page 4

prowess. The fight went all 5 rounds
with Petr Yan starting slow, typical of
him, and Sandhagen looking promising in the first couple rounds. But the
technician that is Petr Yan started
to find his rhythm and that of Sandhagen and proceeded to dismantle
Sandhagen in the last few rounds of
the fight, giving him the unanimous
decision victory and the interim title
to set him up for a rematch against
Aljamain Sterling.
The main event was all that was
left on the night, and held the light
heavyweight title on the line. The
fight between the Polish champion
Jan Blachowicz and Brazilian fighter
Glover Teixeira. Blachowicz, having
won the title and defended it once
within a year, was set to have his second title fight against a surging Teixeira who once challenged for the title
against former dominant champion
and world-renowned cheating dirtbag Jon Jones back in 2014. Now a
spry 42-year-old, Teixeira earned his
way back to a title fight after suffer-

See page 4

er that could actually beat him, unlike
the fighters he “hand-picked” to beat.
All trash-talk and claims of cheating
aside, both fighters have improved
dramatically since their first fight,
with Usman improving on his striking ability tremendously and becoming a much more well-rounded fighter
who still has terrific wrestling ability.
Covington has only fought once since
the initial fight but looked much improved during the match-up against
Woodley, showing improved decision
making and discipline with an even
better mix of striking and grappling
to go along with the immense cardio
and pressure he brings to his fights.
The fight is set to light up Madison
Square Garden, as the two fighters
are better versions of the ones that
fought nearly 3 years ago.
Also occurring the lovely night
of November 6th is the fight between
Mexican superstar Canelo Alvarez

See page 4
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Goosepimples

Normal?

By Madeleine Corum

Song of the Week: Variations on a
Rococo Theme, Var. VII: Andante sostenuto by Tchaikovsky
This week, the cello gave me
chills.
After a long weekend of Rocky
Horror performances that kept me
up until 3 a.m. two nights in a row, I
was running low on sleep last Sunday.
I was meant to be resting, but instead,
I was spending my Halloween going to
meetings, doing homework, and trying
to get myself ready for eighth week. I
had my first meeting from 12 p.m. to
1 p.m., and then I spent a lovely hour
in a coffee shop with a friend doing
homework together. I had barely gotten halfway through my first reading,
however, when I got a text saying my
friend Thomas was set to perform 20
minutes earlier than expected.
Thomas had entered a concerto
competition to win a solo performance
with a full orchestra, and he was set to
have his official audition at 2:45 p.m.
Sunday afternoon. The week before, he
had played me a clip of one of his practice sessions, and after only a few notes,
I knew I’d be surprised if he didn’t win.
I had only ever heard him play
over recordings and live streams, never
in person, so I knew I couldn’t miss
his Sunday performance. When I got

The Messi-Ronaldo . . .
continued from page 3

his weak side, scoring 20% with his
weak foot compared to Messi’s 12.5%.
He also scored far more headers as a
result of his superior height and athleticism. This skill is a toss up, really.
These two have very different styles of
dribbling. Messi much prefers to use
body feints and keep the ball close;
it almost appears stuck to his foot at
times.
Meanwhile, Ronaldo sends defenders for a hotdog with his mesmerizing bag of tricks and flicks. Each is
arguably the best in history at the way
he dribbles. But which is more impressive? In all honesty, I can’t pick a
winner here. Both are simply a joy to
watch and elite dribblers. It’s a draw.
In the same way Ronaldo took
finishing, Messi takes passing by a
country mile. As I slightly alluded to
in the section on creativity, Messi’s
eye for a pass is almost certainly unmatched in football history. The reason he has the most assists of all time
is because he could put the ball on
the surface of a dime from 50 yards
whenever he feels the need, and does
so regularly.
Ronaldo may have been an elite
crosser in his youth, but Messi’s passing is simply on another level. As a
result of Messi’s close control and low
center of gravity, he is almost impossible to take off the ball. It really does
seem glued to his foot at times. Ronaldo is much more of a risk taker, which
does hamper his reputation for giving
the ball away more often; but even so,
if he played the same role Messi has

the text, I scrambled to pack up, then
started running down College Ave. to
the chapel.
I don’t know if you’ve ever run
in Wisconsin in late October in all the
heavy layers that a Texan needs to
survive up here. Suffice it to say I was
out of breath in seconds, and heaving
by the time I got to the steps. I tried in
vain to quiet my gasps as I shuffled in
with my big coat to sit with our group of
fans. But I made it. I even had time to
catch my breath and drink some water
before Thomas came on stage. By the
time he was seated, bow raised with the
pianist behind him, my heartbeat had
slowed back down to normal, and my
spirit had settled enough to hold space
for the piece.
I don’t always love classical music. I find it can be somewhat stilted,
with never enough room to find yourself inside it. The first variation felt this
way, but what followed stood all the
greater for its simplicity. We began to
become acquainted with the melody.
Thomas introduced us first to its ups
and downs, then gradually pulled us
into its darkened corners. In the third
variation, we found minor notes, discordant things that would have pulled
us out of the trance if they didn’t stand
so strikingly next to the rest of the major key.

Perhaps I still hadn’t caught my
breath, because I found it then, stuck in
my throat. With my hand on my chest,
I cried.
I watched Thomas sway with his
cello. They were locked in some ancient embrace, some unspoken secret
that held them together in this private
place. I was a visitor, sitting there in
the Chapel, where they welcomed me
in to feel what they felt and share in
that space with them. I watched the
way his eyes closed, the locks of hair on
each side of his face fluttering, lifted by
a certain presence as his body moved.
I watched the instrument rock and
sway back and forth, an extension of
his limbs which carried and caught it
each time it seemed it might fall. There
he was, holding our breath and this instrument in his arms, promising, with
every seemingly minor note, that he
would catch us and bring us back.
I let my breath rise and fall with
each stroke of his bow. I let the music
hold me up. And I felt grateful for every
moment I shared in this intimacy.
It may come as no surprise to you
that Thomas won the competition. He
brought me both to chills and to tears,
and it was exactly what I needed to get
through eighth week.

taken on, he would have a far harder
time with it, not as a result of his own
lack of skill but simply down to Messi’s
otherworldly ability to keep the ball.
Ronaldo takes another win in
two-footedness. This is clear to anyone who has ever seen both play. Ronaldo is renowned for being dangerous going both left and right; he has
more highlight reel-worthy goals on
his weak foot than most players do on
their strong foot. Messi, while technically superior, rarely (if ever) touches
the ball on his right side is not 100%
necessary. Most goals come on his
stronger left side, and even those he
does score on his right are usually far
from convincing, trickling through the
goalkeeper’s hands with far less power
than his strong foot.
Ronaldo routinely looks as
though he’ll rip the net with his left
footed strikes. Case closed. My overall
verdict for this section is a draw. Both
excel technically in some aspects, and
struggle (in comparison to the other)
in other areas. Thus, neither seems a
clear favorite to me, and I’ll call it a tie.
Other Factors
In this final section, I’ll address a
number of intangible factors that impact performance on the field.
For physicality, Ronaldo takes
the win. He is taller, faster, stronger,
more explosive, and simply a physical
specimen overall. Moving on.
Ronaldo wins in leadership ability, too. He far more commonly steps
up in tough games to make a difference. Not only does this manifest in
his superior goal record in big games,
but he also can be seen leading from
the front in these matches.

In the decisive example, look at
the 2016 Euro final versus the Copa
America final from the same year. In
the former, Ronaldo was injured in
the first half and had to come off, but
was still seen throughout the match
coaching from the sidelines and encouraging his teammates. Messi, on
the other hand, missed a penalty in
the shootout of Argentina’s defeat to
Chile, and was seen sitting alone on
the bench while his teammates went
about consoling one another. He also
retired from international play briefly
in what honestly seemed like a bit of a
tantrum, only to return within a year.
Conclusion
As promised, I’d like to end by
making my judgement of who I believe is the better player, Lionel Messi
or Cristiano Ronaldo. And in a decision that may shock some, I’m choosing Ronaldo. At the end of the day, the
skill level and statistics of each match
up pretty well. Messi has more assists,
Ronaldo has more goals and more
goals in big games. Messi is a better
passer, Ronaldo a better finisher, and
both dribble at an elite level. So, the
deciding factor for me comes down to
the intangible factors. In the end, Ronaldo just seems to me to have more of
a capacity to change games. He scores
more goals in important games, he
has the leadership skills to drive his
team on in close matches, and he has
athleticism that simply cannot be
matched, even at age 36. Simply put,
both are among the best in history, but
Ronaldo edges it on the difference he
makes and the impact he has on his
teammates when it really counts. He
takes the win for me.

By Miri Villerius
Normal?
Normal? I felt normal once. They
put me in a box. A blue box. A blue
box with hair. I could feel the hair all
over me. I hate hair. They gave me a
key. A blue key. A blue key to make me
strange. Strange. I swallowed the key.
It trimmed off my hair. It’s strange. It
unlocked something. Something normal. Normal? I felt normal once. They
put me in a box. A blue box. A blue
box with hair. I could feel the hair all
over me. I hate hair. They gave me a
key. A blue key. A blue key to make me
strange. Strange. I swallowed the key.
It trimmed off my hair. It’s strange. It
unlocked something. Something normal. Normal? I felt normal once. They
put me in a box. A blue box. A blue
box with hair. I could feel the hair all
over me. I hate hair. They gave me a
key. A blue key. A blue key to make me
strange. Strange. I swallowed the key.
It trimmed off my hair. It’s strange. It
unlocked something. Something normal. Normal? I felt normal once. They
put me in a box. A blue box. A blue
box with hair. I could feel the hair all
over me. I hate hair. They gave me a
key. A blue key. A blue key to make me
strange. Strange. I swallowed the key.
It trimmed off my hair. It’s strange. It
unlocked something. Something normal. Normal? I felt normal once. They
put me in a box. A blue box. A blue
box with hair. I could feel the hair all
over me. I hate hair. They gave me a
key. A blue key. A blue key to make me
strange. Strange. I swallowed the key.
It trimmed off my hair. It’s strange. It
unlocked something. Something normal. Normal? I felt normal once. They
put me in a box. A blue box. A blue
box with hair. I could feel the hair all
over me. I hate hair. They gave me a

Canelo vs. Plant . . .

continued from page 3
and undefeated Tennessee native Caleb Plant. Taking place at the MGM
Grand in Las Vegas, the fight puts
Canelo’s WBA, WBC and WBO super
middleweight titles on the line, along
with Caleb Plant’s IBF title, in a massive unification fight. At the end of
the night one man will leave the ring
with four belts. The two fighters have
been speculated to fight for a while,
as claims of Canelo avoiding Plant
circulated around boxing social media. In the leadup to the fight the two
have exchanged words and have even
gotten physical, with Plant pushing
Canelo, who quickly responded with
an evasion of Plant’s incoming slap
and promptly sending his own onetwo combination before being separated. If you can lose fights before
they even start, then Plant definitely

UFC 267 in review

continued from page 3
ing his last loss in 2018 and fighting
his way through the division with a 5
win-streak. The match up was set to
be one of the more interesting ones
of the night, as the grappling and
boxing threat of Teixeira was to be
tested against the elite striking ability of Blachowicz. The fight lasted two
rounds, as Glover seemed dominant
on the feet and then on the ground,

key. A blue key. A blue key to make me
strange. Strange. I swallowed the key.
It trimmed off my hair. It’s strange. It
unlocked something. Something normal. Normal? I felt normal once. They
put me in a box. A blue box. A blue
box with hair. I could feel the hair all
over me. I hate hair. They gave me a
key. A blue key. A blue key to make me
strange. Strange. I swallowed the key.
It trimmed off my hair. It’s strange. It
unlocked something. Something normal. Normal? I felt normal once. They
put me in a box. A blue box. A blue
box with hair. I could feel the hair all
over me. I hate hair. They gave me a
key. A blue key. A blue key to make me
strange. Strange. I swallowed the key.
It trimmed off my hair. It’s strange. It
unlocked something. Something normal. Normal? I felt normal once. They
put me in a box. A blue box. A blue
box with hair. I could feel the hair all
over me. I hate hair. They gave me a
key. A blue key. A blue key to make me
strange. Strange. I swallowed the key.
It trimmed off my hair. It’s strange. It
unlocked something. Something normal. Normal? I felt normal once. They
put me in a box. A blue box. A blue
box with hair. I could feel the hair all
over me. I hate hair. They gave me a
key. A blue key. A blue key to make me
strange. Strange. I swallowed the key.
It trimmed off my hair. It’s strange. It
unlocked something. Something normal. Normal? I felt normal once. They
put me in a box. A blue box. A blue
box with hair. I could feel the hair all
over me. I hate hair. They gave me a
key. A blue key. A blue key to make me
strange. Strange. I swallowed the key.
It trimmed off my hair. It’s strange. It
unlocked something. Something normal.

already lost at the press conference.
Canelo himself has said that there is
animosity between the two that he
has not had with any other fighter,
which makes me excited to see what
an angry Canelo Alvarez can do in the
ring. Plant holds only a height and
reach advantage over Canelo, who has
not had much difficulty dealing with
bigger opponents in the past, such his
last fight against Billy Joe Saunders,
who was also undefeated until he got
his orbital bone caved in by Canelo’s
uppercut. Canelo’s advantage comes
from his amazing defensive prowess,
devastating punching power and his
more years of experience. Canelo is
the clear favorite going into this fight,
much more so after that interesting
press conference, so the path to victory seems to be an uphill battle for
Plant who has to find a way to beat
one of the biggest stars in boxing today.
and Blachowicz seemed unable to
deal with pressure of Glover’s boxing
and grappling ability. Teixeira found
his way onto the champion’s back in
the second round,promptly finished
him via rear naked choke and earned
himself the belt that had eluded him
since 2014. The former champion
made no excuses for his performance
and promised to earn his way back
to a title shot, while the new champion is likely set to face surging light
heavyweight Jiri Prochazka or Aleksandar Rakic.
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Answers to last week’s
crossword
Across

1. Watermelon
5. Reflection
8. Birthday
9. Tomhanks
11. Crayon

Weekly Crossword
By Kelly Foy

Down

2. Raincoat
3. Blackfriday
4. Milkshake
5. Nail
7. Rubberband
10. Scarf

Bad Mario Bros
By Mara Logan

Edgar & Poe
By Isabella Thompson
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Photo Feature by Astra Medeiros

Have a story
to share or want
to see something
published in The
Lawrentian? Scan
the QR code and
submit a story
proposal.

@TheLawrentian
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forward
to hearing
from you!
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A walking tour of the murals . . .

and found an entire scene on a wall next to the
employee entrance. Sticking with the theme of
the building, I noticed the following from left to
right: the moon is depicted as a cheese pizza, a
girl sits beside it releasing the stars into the sky,
an entire building is attacked by winged pizza
slices and evil bunny rabbits, a cow is abducted
by an alien with the initials NS next to it and a
pitcher of milk is poured into the sky by four
children. The very bottom right of the painting is
signed in what looks like “Artist 2016,” although
admittedly it was a bit tricky to read.
Stateview - Right next to this building were

the words “Mile of Music” displayed in blue
outline and a rainbow pattern going down the
letters. It reminded me of one of those signs you
would find in the home décor section of a hobby
store, except that I couldn’t find anything like it
when I went later that day.
Acoca and the Makaroff School of Ballet
– A series of four frames were put together and
nailed to the side of this building. Its lighter
color scale of yellows, greens, blues and purples
stand out beautifully against the brick red wall.
The sign reads “Vote” and is found directly
between Acoca and the Makaroff School of

Ballet, who have their own artistic elements
implemented along the building, as well.
Copper Rock – I don’t know how many
times I’ve been to this place, and yet I had never
noticed the landscape painting along its side.
Each of the individual bricks were painted to
depict a mountainous scene, with a combination
of white, purple, green and red. The best part
about this painting is that Copper Rock placed
seating right next to it, encouraging customers
to appreciate the view.

LU’s “Rocky Horror . . .”

I attended, the audience was highly engaged in
the performance, shouting call lines and joining the cast for dance scenes. This made for a

highly enjoyable and energetic experience. There
was lots of laughter and cheers throughout the
entirety of the show. Every member of the cast

and crew did a fantastic job, and it was a truly
enjoyable Halloween event that is a staple of the
Lawrence experience.

College Ave Rewind(s)

my black puffer jacket? Thank you.” Monday, I
asked for a pair of mittens, Tuesday I remembered that one really warm scarf I own and the
list goes on and on.
This leads me to go down to the mailroom
constantly, to which I open the box in delight, as
if it is a box of cookies when in fact it is the really

thick pink and purple scarf my grandmother
knitted for me years ago that I threw in the back
of my closet thinking I’d never have a use for it.
Well, thank you Grandma. You know you’re the
best. In conclusion, my dearest mailroom, I am
incredibly thankful for you, and I love you.
I hope this article made you think of things

that you are grateful for around campus, among
other things. A quick shout out to the cafe’s hot
chocolate, you are delicious, and I highly recommend you try it or drink it again. Talk to you next
week for the Christmas edition!

continued from page 8

this painting, as there is a giant window in the
middle of it that looks into the lounge. An artist
by the name I. Medina @_I.M.ART signed at
the bottom.
Muncheez Pizza - At this point, I turned
around and walked down the other side of the
street to see how many murals I had missed.
It was certainly a good thing I turned around!
I went towards the back of Muncheez Pizza

continued from page 8

continued from page 8

is that I have been sending my parents a new
text every other day saying, “Hey, I’m so sorry to
bother you again but would you please send me
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Movies, Movies,
Movies

Levi Homman
Columnist

___________________________

Army of Thieves, 2021, directed
by Matthias Schweighöfer — 2.5/5
Stars
It’s unclear why, exactly, Army
of Thieves was made. Viewership of
Zack Snyder’s zombie heist movie
Army of the Dead was low, and its
critical reception was lukewarm at
best. So why Netflix thought it best to
finance a largely disconnected prequel
centered around a character that had
hardly enough screen time to develop
in the original movie is truly a mystery. All the same, though, Army of
Thieves was released at the end of last
month on the streaming platform.
Snyder didn’t take the helm on this
one; he instead passed it off to lead
actor Matthias Schweighöfer, who has
minimal past directorial experience,
but clearly put a lot of heart into
this new project. The film itself is
largely forgettable, falling into countless tropes and struggling to keep a
steady pace.
The movie’s biggest flaws lie in
its writing and pacing. Schweighöfer
plays bank teller turned master safecracker Ludwig Dieter, a sometimes
annoying but ultimately likable
character. Dieter is recruited by a
team of skilled bank robbers, led by
Nathalie Emmanuel’s character, the
mysterious Gwendoline. The script
tried to develop a romantic relationship between Dieter and Gwendoline,
but the actors lack the chemistry to
make the connection believable or
memorable. Over the course of the
film, the team of criminals seek to
rob three of the world’s most famous
safes, each with increasingly higher
stakes. While the scenes where the
robberies take place are fun and well

shot, the story as a whole is bogged
down by extended dialogue sequences
between those moments, in which
characters ramble about their pasts
or their interpersonal relationships.
Character development is necessary
for engaging storytelling, but it’s safe
to say that much of the film’s two-hour
runtime could have been cut down
by removing some of those longer,
more discussion-heavy scenes. The
movie also suffers from attempting
to include zombie imagery to harken
back to Army of the Dead, something
that feels wholly out of place in what is
mostly a straightforward heist movie.
The film’s visual effects are both
a highlight and a detriment, at times
used excellently to tell the story and at
others sticking out like a sore thumb.
When Dieter is cracking the safes,
the viewer gets a polished, animated
visual of the safe’s inner workings,
shiny gears and bolts satisfyingly
shifting and sliding to give the audience the ability to follow along with
Dieter as he attempts to unlock the
safe. Other times, cars and explosions
don’t match the lighting of scenes, or
actors are poorly greenscreened into
environments, quickly breaking the
immersion of the movie’s world.
The cast’s performances vary
in quality, with Emmanuel standing
out as the strongest. Schweighöfer is
sometimes funny and believable, but
sometimes feels as though he’s overacting. The rest of the crew is perfectly
passable in their roles but are largely
one-dimensional.
Overall, Army of Thieves is just
another Netflix movie. It’s nothing
special, but will work well as something to put on in the background.
Army of Thieves is streaming on
Netflix right now.

College Ave Rewind(s):
An Ode to the Mailroom

Olivia Zimberoff
Staff Writer

_____________________________

Well, folks, October is now
behind us and the month of November
is ahead. It’s a real awkward month
that separates the end of the fall from
the beginning of winter. Unless you
are a lovely Scorpio or Sagittarius,
in which case I wish you a happy
birthday, nothing really happens in
November until the end. The end
marks Thanksgiving and who doesn’t
love eating a lot of decent food that
took you and your family hours to
make? And then after your guests
leave you look at the mess and just
decide to clean up tomorrow. Anyway,
we only have a couple more weeks
left of school and that is very motivating, especially for us lucky ducks
because Thanksgiving also means
winter break.
This is my first term on campus
where classes are live and in session
and you get to sit down with your
friends and eat in the dining room,
so I thought that with Thanksgiving
around the corner I would tell you
what I am most grateful and thankful
for within these past eight weeks. And
while there are so many things, people
and objects I could point out, there is
truly one that rises above the others,

so here it is.
I don’t know if you’ve noticed or
not, but it is really really cold outside.
There is no snow on the ground and I
think that when it is freezing cold outside it is only right that there is snow
to accompany it. At least the sun is
shining, which makes our faces warm,
but then the wind begins to blow and
it’s all sharp and painful and that is
just not it. I’m used to it though: after
all, I am from Chicago, so one might
think that a Midwestern girl like me
would drive up to Appleton prepared
for even colder weather but no, she
didn’t. And I really did think I could
get by wearing three t-shirts under a
sweatshirt and fuzzy socks crammed
into my converse for the next few
weeks, but it has failed, and desperate
times call for desperate measures.
So, I introduce to you my #1
bestie lately, the mac to my cheese,
the mailroom. Located on the second floor of Warch, which is also my
favorite building at LU, the mailroom
has my heart. Who doesn’t love the
mailroom? The excitement we all feel
when the Outlook ringer goes off and
we see that instead of an email from
a professor we have in fact received a
package in the mail! The reason being

See page 7
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A walking tour of the murals on
College Avenue

Taylor Yakey-Hughes
Staff Writer

_____________________________

From museums to exhibits and
galleries, Appleton is a city known to
display its appreciation of the arts.
However, few often acknowledge the
murals that can be found all along
College Avenue in comparison to their
indoor counterparts, displaying both
the talent and the values the artist
holds. So, I decided to spend more
time with these murals, dig deeper
into the mysteries that lay behind
them. The fact is, there is little information available to the public, with
much left up to passers to interpret.
Instead, I will tell you what I noticed,
and I encourage you to walk down
College Avenue yourself and do the
same.
Taste of Thai – My first stop

much to say about what this artist
did here, with colors displayed across
multiple symbols, representative of
many cultures. Along the right of the
painting, we see what looks like a fox,
wearing a blue cloak with a green

(BELOW) Mural on the side of Taste of Thai and (ABOVE) mural displayed on The Fire’s
building on the corner of College Ave and Durkee.
Photos by Adam Fleischer.

did not lead me far off campus, as
this building-long mural can be found
very close to Brokaw. There is so

scarf flying around it. The fox holds
a large mask of a person’s face. On
the other side, we see a person with
a tiger’s tail, spikey wings, pink hair

and a green crown, holding a mask of
a fox’s face. Below the painting reads
@WOLFDOGSONG.
Inspire Spa – My second stop
made me feel like I was in a different climate altogether. Several hot
air balloons were painted on top of a
blue-sky landscape that looked similar to a depiction of the ocean waters.
The bright contrast of the balloons as
well as a few bright orange birds held
a vibrant contrast to the cooler palette
of the background.
J.KippaLaw – On the side of this
building were the words “Liberty and
Justice for All” written in a blend of
light and darker blue. Below the writing are two figures spray-painting it
onto the building.
Cleo’s Cocktail Lounge – This
building displayed two hands with
multiple blotches of color reaching
out towards the sun. Coming from
the hands are sparks of light flowing up the side of the building. What
was interesting was the location of

See page 7

LU’s “Rocky Horror Picture Show”

Lauren Woodzicka
Staff Writer

_____________________________

“Rocky Horror Picture Show”
was a massive success this year, with
all three shows filling the cinema to
capacity. The shows were all technically on Saturday, at 12:01 am, 8:00
pm and 11:59 pm. For each show, the
audience was lined up at the door long
before it started in anticipation of an
exciting, interactive performance.
“Rocky Horror Picture Show” is a
cult classic musical film from 1975 and
is an adaptation of Richard O’Brien’s
***The Rocky Horror Show***.
Although the film is problematic for
a variety of reasons, it’s considered a
staple in queer culture due to it’s large
range of representation. It also allows
“these communities to experiment
with theater, sexuality, gender and
expression,” according to the guide
to “Rocky Horror Picture Show” presented to all first-time viewers at the
show, or “virgins.” This expression is

Image from “Rocky Horror Picture Show”
taken with consent from members of the
shadow cast.
Photo by Jamie Dong.

made possible through the shadow
cast acting in front of the movie as
it plays, and the audience is invited
to participate as well using call lines.
The show is highly interactive, with
designated call lines and audience
participation. The actors also interact
with members of the audience who
are near the front, with consent, of
course.
Consent is an essential aspect of
the show and was highlighted at the
very beginning. A designated consent
team was introduced this year and
was there to make sure that actors
and audience members were comfortable and safe for the entirety of the
production. The consent team was
comprised of eight student leaders
who “play a proactive role in preventing sexual assault among cast, crew
and audience.” The team also was
present to “manage the historically
problematic aspects of Rocky Horror
including consent, racism, homophobia, anti-Semitism, transphobia, able-

ism, a host of insensitive call lines
and COVID-19 safety precautions.”
All members of cast and crew were
trained in Bystander Intervention as
well in order to further ensure safety.
Although the show is interactive, the
cast members ask for consent before
touching any member of the audience
both before and during the show.
The audience was informed of
the rules of the show before it began,
including a rundown on the appropriate use of call lines. It was made
clear that any inappropriate behavior
would result in removal from the cinema, as the show was designated as a
safe space for all people. At the beginning of the show, those who had never
seen the show before, or “virgins,”
were invited up to the front to play a
game. Several participants were asked
to guess which was a real line from
the movie or a call line, and the silly
nature of the movie was highlighted.
For both productions of the show

See page 7
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Department of Theatre Arts performs The Living
Sarah Matthews

save even the smallest part of London
from the disease.
Each performer of the play gave
a realistically emotional performance
of their character, pulling at the
heartstrings of the audience members

Arts & Entertainment Editor

_____________________________

This past weekend, from Oct.
28 through Oct. 30, the Lawrence
University Department of Theatre
Arts performed the play The Living,
written by Anthony Clarvoe and
directed by theatre professor Timothy
X. Troy. The co-stage managers of the
production were senior Emilia Ciotti
Hernandez and sophomore Isabel
Osterhus.
Set in London in 1665, the characters of the play are in the midst of
the Bubonic plague, a deadly infection
that spread quickly, killing millions of
Europeans. According to the production’s pamphlet, The Living was written in 1993 during the HIV and AIDS
crisis, but since the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, the performance now
has an extra meaning to its audience.
Centered around a group of characters affected by the Bubonic plague
in different ways, The Living offers
a glimpse into a world before modern medicine. Mrs. Sarah Chandler,
played by sophomore Hannah Amell,
is unable to see her family after her
husband dies of illness and her children are locked away with her sister’s
family. Left with no one and nowhere
to go, Sarah is forced to tend to the
sick and dying as a nurse.
Played by junior Alec Welhouse,
Dr. Edward Harman, one of the few

Students from Lawrence University’s Department of Theatre Arts performed three productions of The Living this past weekend.
Photo provided by Timothy X. Troy

doctors left in London during the
plague, works with Sarah and tends
to his patients. With many residents
of London either dead or escaped to
the countryside, feelings of isolation,
loneliness and hopelessness unfold
with Sarah and Dr. Harman’s relationship. Aside from these issues of
separation, the two characters also
consistently risk their lives while
tending to the sick, eventually killing
off Dr. Harman from an intense case
of the plague.
While Sarah and Dr. Harman
share the perspective of medical work-

The Book Club

Mikayla Henry
Columnist

_____________________________

With another week under our
belts, winter break is coming quicker
than you can say Björklunden – or
at least quicker than I can say it. It’s
quite a mouthful. Halloween has finally come to pass, and Thanksgiving
is just around the bend, so I want to
take this edition to talk about books I
happen to be thankful for. I have been
passionate about reading ever since I
was in elementary school, and it has
truly shaped my life in profound ways,
like inspiring me to start this column.
But, without further ado, let’s take a
look at some of the novels that helped
make me into the person writing to
you all today.
The book series that has been
with me the longest is the Harry
Potter series by J.K. Rowling. Now,
to preface this, I am aware that the
series itself is not the most beautifully written and has quite a few
issues when looking back. And, not
to mention, Rowling herself is very
problematic, namely because of her
numerous transphobic comments
that she has made over the years.
However, despite the author being an
awful individual and the numerous
plot holes and questionable design
choices within the books themselves,
I cannot deny the important place that
the series holds in my heart.
The Harry Potter series is one
of the first series I ever sunk my little
bookworm teeth into as a kid, and I
became absolutely enamored by it. I
reread the books a few dozen times,
watched the films just as often and I
even tried baking some of the foods

featured in the series. It sounds a tad
obsessive, which it probably was, but
for those who are reading this and
have also read the series, you cannot
deny how addicting, yet comforting
the idea of visiting Hogwarts and the
Wizarding World is. We all wanted
to escape to the fantastical castle and
take some classes with McGonagall
and Lupin, or go to Diagon Alley
to pick out a wand or a pet. And,
because of the love I had for this world
Rowling made, I was able to eventually meet other friends with a similar
passion for it. We grew up together,
developed similar interests, and I am
now lucky to still call them some of
my closest friends. Even today we still
watch the films together and listen
to study playlists filled with music
from the soundtrack. The series also
spurred on my passion for reading,
and I ended up devouring more and
more books during my childhood,
eventually leading me to choosing an
English major and creating a column
in the school newspaper where I share
my love of reading. In retrospect, it’s
strange how much my life has been
deeply impacted by the boy who lived
in the cupboard under the stairs.
That’s all for this edition! There
is only one last edition before we go
on break, and I would truly love to
hear from some of you wonderful
readers! If there has been a book that
I mentioned this term that you loved,
or if you have a book of your own
you would like to mention, feel free
to reach out! I would especially love
to hear some of the books you all are
grateful for this holiday season. But,
until then, happy reading!

ers during the Bubonic plague, aspects
of politics and government intervention are also seen from the characters of Sir John Lawrence, played
by sophomore Jon Wilker, and Lord
Brounker, played by first year Ella
Rose Schaefer. Essentially left to govern the city of London alone with little
money and resources, Sir John faces
difficulties regarding controlling the
spread of the disease. Lord Brounker,
who works with the king of England,
frequently has disagreements with Sir
John, disregarding any pleas from the
character.

As the audience is encapsulated
by the struggles of commoners, as
well as politicians, another character
focuses on the mortuary numbers of
the plague. Played by junior Madeline
Guest, Mr. John Graunt uses the new
methodologies of statistics to predict
how and where the plague will spread
in London and surrounding areas.
Although frequently pushed aside, Sir
John employs Mr. Graunt to look at
the numbers affected by the plague,
giving a slight hope to the plotline of
the play, as if the patterns and predictions Mr. Graunt calculates might

who are living through a pandemic
themselves. The acting, however, was
not the only riveting experience of
the production. From the beautifully
crafted 1600s styled costumes, featuring thick fabrics, feathers, large
skirts and other attention to detail,
to intense and dramatic lighting, the
department’s performance of The
Living dug deep into issues of social
isolation, loss, politics and the overarching theme of survival.
While each element of the performance, from acting to dance and
movement, lighting, costume and
sound collided together to create a
realistic period piece with elements of
modern issues, nothing beats the final
scene of the performance. Having
spent the entirety of the play socially distanced from one another, Mr.
Graunt reaches out to take Sarah’s
hand, an act of hopefulness and
resilience during a time of despair.
Much, especially during the COVID19 pandemic, can be learned from this
production of The Living, but most
importantly the play asks the audience how they will take care of one
another during such a dark time.

Lawrence University Mariachi
Ensemble’s Día de Los Muertos
celebration honors tradition

Ryan Saladin
Staff Writer

_____________________________

In October, Halloween can often
dominate the whole of culture in
the U.S. once the first of the month
arrives. Media, stores and even simple day-to-day activities all seem
to suddenly center around carving
pumpkins, planning costume parties
and preparing for trick-or-treaters.
Whether we like it or not, Halloween
is all around us. That means it can be
nice to get a little break every once in
a while, especially during the chaos of
Halloween weekend itself.
Perhaps that’s partially why
on Saturday, Oct. 30, the Lawrence
University
Mariachi
Ensemble
(LUMÉ) drew such a crowd for their
outdoor celebration of the Mexican
fall holiday Día de Los Muertos (the
Day of the Dead). However, knowing the Lawrence community, it’s no
surprise that a visible excitement for
learning and for embracing a variety
of cultures contributed to the phenomenal turnout for this beautiful
event. During this celebration, LUMÉ
shared beloved traditional mariachi
tunes, notable songs from popular
Día de Los Muertos media and stories
exploring the background and significance of the Día de Los Muertos
holiday.
Born last year out of sophomore
Jando Valdez’s (’24) vision, LUMÉ
has rapidly established a massive
presence on campus through its
lively concerts and performances at
Lawrence events, such as LUaroo
2021. With their Día de Los Muertos

celebration, the ensemble continued
both its performance momentum and
its emphasis on highlighting various elements of Mexican culture, in
this case centering upon a famous
traditional Mexican holiday. Here,
Valdez and the ensemble, assisted by
Cesar Donaire (’25) and a team of
Conservatory music educators, led us
on a journey outlining the facets of
this holiday’s traditions and overall
significance. With Valdez leading in
mainly words and Donaire in mainly dance, the audience was exposed
to the lyrics and dances of mariachi favorites with themes relevant to
Día de los Muertos. The band played
quite a number of popular mariachi
tunes, including songs such as the
romantic “La Llorona” (The Weeping
Woman) and the extremely popular
“La Bruja” (The Witch). The band also
offered renditions of songs from Coco,
a popular 2017 Disney-Pixar film with
a plot centered around Día de Los
Muertos. These selections included
an original arrangement of the upbeat
“Un Poco Loco,” a tune in the jarabe
tapatío (Mexican hat dance) style
featuring improvisational solos from
various ensemble members and the
bittersweet ballad “Remember Me,”
which closed out the set.
In the middle of their performance, Valdez and the music education team, organized by Betsy
Kowalski Jett, read and acted out
the storybook Día de Los Muertos
by Roseanne Greenfield Thong. The
words of this bilingual children’s book
were truly at the heart of the celebration; the team brought to life

scenes of ofrendas (offerings to the
dead) tucked away in homes, sweet
pan de muerto (“bread of the dead”)
being baked in the oven and the colorful calaveras (skulls) for which
the holiday is perhaps most widely
known outside of Mexico. The group’s
expressive reading of Thong’s text
really cemented the significance of
the holiday and painted vivid imagery
of what it entails, making this celebration even more informative and
special.
As the fun and learning spurred
by this Saturday celebration drew to a
close, Valdez imparted upon the audience a final message about the potential relevance of Día de Los Muertos
in our own lives. Clearly speaking
from the heart, he emphasized the
beauty that stems from recognizing
the meaning and role that elements of
this holiday, namely ofrendas, altars
for lost loved ones and cempasúchil,
the marigold or “flower of the dead,”
can have in our homes and hearts. He
encouraged normalizing elements of
the Día de Los Muertos holiday across
cultures and physically honoring those
we love who we have lost. Explaining
that traditions from this holiday can
bring a special mindfulness into the
whole year, he ended with a stirring
reminder: it is in remembering our
lost loved ones that we may keep them
always close to us.
Be sure to check out LUMÉ’s fall
concert on Sunday, Nov. 7, at 6 pm
in the Lawrence Memorial Chapel. A
link to the concert livestream is available via Facebook and the Lawrence
University website.
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Democrats: Get out of your own way
or prepare to lose in 2021
Nathan Wall

Staff Writer
_________________________
The past few months of national
news have been dominated by the
debate over Joe Biden’s agenda,
and the Reconciliation Bill vs the
Bipartisan Infrastructure Bill. In
2020, during the Democratic Primary,
candidate Bernie Sanders proposed
$16 Trillion in spending for infrastructure and climate change. He
was not the candidate, unfortunately,
and by the time Biden was inaugurated, climate groups had brought
that down to $10 Trillion. President
Joe Biden compromised and asked
for $6 Trillion. Senator Joe Manchin
of West Virginia, who is allegedly a
Democrat, asked for $4 Trillion in
spending. Then, in August, a group of
Democratic and Republican Senators
came together to propose a Bipartisan
Infrastructure Bill. The Bipartisan Bill
is worth $1.5 Trillion, and invests
significantly less in climate change, as
well as things like paid family leave,
and doesn’t raise taxes on the rich.
The Bipartisan Bill also serves as a
giant giveaway to corporate America,
with an asset recycling program,
which would allow private companies to lease roads, bridges and airports. Senator Bernie Sanders, on the
other hand, has written a robust $3.5
Trillion bill through the reconciliation process that did allow for drug
prices to be lowered, investment in
climate change and paid family leave,
and raised taxes on the rich to pay for
it. Unfortunately, that bill has been
gutted by centrist Democrats to $1.75
Trillion, and Senator Manchin still
refuses to support it while accusing
Progressives of refusing to compromise.
Senator Kyrsten Sinema of
Arizona, another so-called Democrat,
has refused to vote for a bill that rais-

es taxes on the rich, while Manchin
refuses to support a bill that would
harm the fossil fuel industry, while
demanding work requirements for the
proposed Child Tax Credit, and cuts
to paid leave. Sinema and Manchin
have both raised over one million dollars for their re-elections this quarter,
very little of it coming from individual
donors. Sinema has raised around
$28,000 from the pharmaceutical
industry. Senator Manchin owns stock
in several coal companies and rakes
in half a million dollars a year from
his investments. Manchin’s daughter
is Heather Bresch, the former CEO of
the pharmaceutical company Myan,
which makes EpiPens, got in trouble in 2016 for jacking up the prices
significantly. I don’t think we’ll ever
know why they oppose the reconciliation bill.
Manchin and Sinema have been
confronted in public repeatedly over
the past couple months about this
issue. Manchin was approached by
protesters on boats while relaxing on
his yacht in the Potomac River and
has been confronted by students on
hunger strike in Washington, D.C. His
response has been defensive or telling
protesters to call his office (they have).
On the other hand, Senator Sinema
has blatantly ignored most protesters, and recently, while confronted by
a constituent from Tucson, replied,
in a disgusted voice, “Don’t Touch
Me!” (she didn’t touch her), and then
turned to Republican Senator Tim
Scott of South Carolina to apologize
to him for her constituent. Is this how
our public servants really see us?
Manchin and Sinema aren’t
the only Democrats standing in
the way. Senators Bob Menendez
of New Jersey and Tom Carper of
Delaware don’t support the portion
of the Biden-Sanders agenda that
would allow Medicare to negotiate for

lower drug prices. On top of that, in
the House, Representatives Carolyn
Bordeaux of Georgia, Ed Case of
Hawaii, Henry Cuellar of Texas (who
endorsed George Bush in 2000), Jim
Costa of California, Jared Golden of
Maine, Vicente Gonzalez of Texas,
Stephanie Murphy of Florida, Josh
Gottheimer of New Jersey, Filemon
Vela of Texas and Kurt Schrader of
Oregon, have all opposed the reconciliation bill. Manchin, Sinema
and the Representatives listed
have refused to pass the reconciliation bill until the bipartisan bill is
passed. The Progressive Caucus, led
by Representative Pramila Jayapal of
Washington, has refused to vote for
the bipartisan bill until reconciliation
passes. The standoff has lasted for a
few months.
Unfortunately, the reconciliation
bill was stripped of many social and
climate-related spending provisions
due to Conservative Democrats refusing to support it.
We need to invest in climate
change, and 3 and a half trillion
doesn’t even really cut it. We are
in a climate emergency. The month
of October alone has seen 2 bomb
cyclones strike the United States,
flooding New England and California,
and knocking down 15 power lines
in my home city of Seattle, as well
as terrible floods devastating Italy.
On November 12, the nations of the
world will come together in Glasgow
to discuss the future of the climate.
It is crucial that climate change be
addressed before it is too late, a date
that is rapidly approaching.
The US also has, in my opinion,
one of the most draconian, barbaric healthcare systems in the world.
Insurance companies and drug companies screw over working-class people, while thousands die every year
from lack of basic healthcare. People

in this country die because they’re
$20 short on insulin payments. For
Senators Sinema and Menendez and
Representative Schrader to refuse to
support lowering drug prices is inhumane and corrupt.
Our tax system is deeply backwards as well, corporations pay virtually no taxes, while the poor and working class have a far higher tax burden
in terms of percentage of income paid.
There is no good reason for Senator
Sinema to vehemently oppose raising
taxes on the extremely wealthy and
corporations (she is not extremely
wealthy herself) other than, what I
feel is the obvious conclusion, that she
simply couldn’t give a shit about people who don’t help her get re-elected.
Since the reconciliation bill
has been gutted, Senators Sanders,
Warren and Markey, Representative
Jayapal, and the Squad (Reps. Cori
Bush, Jamaal Bowman, Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez, Rashida Tlaib, Ilhan
Omar, Marie Newman and Ayanna
Pressley) should threaten to tank the
bill unless the much-needed climate
provisions are included. Senator
Manchin got his way by threatening
to sink the bill, and the progressives
should be willing to do the same. With
all the corporate giveaways in the
bipartisan bill, Manchin would have a
hard time letting it die without angering his corporate overlords. Maybe
he’ll go back to his yacht and re-think
blocking climate action.
Manchin and Sinema need to
get out of the way or face political
consequences. Sinema is underwater in every poll for Arizona’s 2024
Democratic Senatorial Primary, and
Manchin is favored to lose his seat
to a Republican in the same year.
Manchin and Sinema deserve to
lose their seats, but if they go, other
Senators will be there to oppose a
progressive agenda, such as the pre-

viously mentioned Menedez and
Carper, and others like California’s
Dianne Feinstein, who became
extremely touchy when confronted by
teens about the Green New Deal in
2019, and Senators Mark Warner and
Tim Kaine of Virginia, who are eager
to blame the Progressive Caucus for
Centrist Democrat Terry McAuliffe
losing the Virginia Governor’s race
on Tuesday. Manchin and Sinema
need to lose, and progressives/leftists need to be willing to run primary
challenges against these Senators and
Representatives. The fate of the climate is too important.
None of the conservative politicians listed had any issue supporting the annual expansion of the US
military budget, which will cost more
over 10 years than reconciliation, and
which is by far the largest piece of our
budget and is among the world’s top
polluters. They have no issue spending trillions that were complicit in
bombing people in other countries,
supporting dictators and training corrupt militaries and secret police forces, but the thought of spending money
to stave off the worst effects of climate
change or help working mothers raise
their children, is unconscionable to
them. If Joe Biden really believes in
his agenda, he should do the same
hard work Sanders and the Squad
have been doing and put pressure on
the Democrats standing in the way.
If he doesn’t, he’s proving beyond a
reasonable doubt that his agenda isn’t
important to him. If this happens,
Democrats are making losses in 2022
almost certain, and they will deserve
to lose. Unfortunately, those who will
face the consequences of a Republican
government, (incidentally, not the
Democratic politicians and liberal
beltway figures responsible for their
own failure), won’t deserve it.

Aloofness is out, having emotions is in

Camille Robertson

Staff Writer
_________________________
Aloofness is out, and having
emotions is in. If I had easy access to
any roofs, I’d shout those words from
atop them; instead, I’ll settle for writing this article with as much conviction as a tabloid gossip columnist. I
may not be able to cite any hard data
or experts in the field, but I’ve sure got
a hunch that being cool and distant
really lost its edge in a world where,
for a while, that was the only option.
It’s just so much hotter to be in touch
with your feelings.
I understand the appeal of
behaving standoffishly, and the
allure of standoffish people. It’s all
about power or something, right?
Withholding validation, doling it out
as if there’s a limited supply, praying
on our shared desire for things we
don’t have. It probably began with
some cookie-cutter childhood trauma,
and now we unconsciously seek the
child/absent parent dynamic between
ourselves and our partners, or ourselves and our high school frenemy,
and look towards an outside source

to affirm our worth. Or maybe it goes
back to something even more primal,
like something about the leader of
the pack having the authority to vote
the weakest link off the island… or
something.
Whatever the case, we somehow
all got it in our heads that showing emotion is a sign of weakness,
of naïveté, whereas being a rock of
a human indicates strength, knowledge and power. I find it interesting
how this preconception influences
the social dynamics within any sort
of institution populated by young
people. Pre-middle school, it’s like
our brains aren’t developed enough to
make any complex judgements about
other people. Conflict is cut-and-dry,
and the mean things we say or do are
usually rooted in ignorance, not malice. Then sixth grade rolls around, and
the nastiness gets a bit more nuanced.
The first time I can remember being pinned as “annoying” was
at age eleven. Before this, I’d been
admonished a few times for spilling secrets or writing something rude
about another kid on a bathroom stall
door, but these situations had clear

cause and effect. Then it’s like one day
my long-time frenemy, Mimi Murray
(whose name I still curse to this day),
just decided that the essence of my
character was inherently obnoxious.
Worse yet, she publicly and falsely
accused me of being a “stalker”—a
word we loved to throw around back
in 201o because it cut so much deeper
than the word “clingy.”
I transferred to a suburban,
Episcopalian K-12 the following year.
No shocker, this turned out to be a big
mistake, but I had merely been fleeing
from Mimi and her posse after a year’s
worth of hurtful comments, not to
mention an incident in which the plastic intestines of an anatomy doll were
hurled at me one day in science class,
resulting in a nosebleed and a bruise.
The type of bullying at my new
school was a little less school-yard,
and involved more whispers and condescension—a sign that our methods
of psychological torture were advancing. I remember sitting in Algebra
one day at a table with three of the
most popular girls in school, Maya,
Emma and Olivia. They were goofing
off, drawing a map of the classroom

where they assigned a label to each
table based on who sat there. I snuck a
regrettable glance and saw that James
and Sam were now “The Obnoxious
Duo,” and Ian and Vanessa were “The
Quiet Ones.” They had divided our
shared table into two, split off a fourth
of it just for me and labeled my desert island “Cutie Camel.” The threefourths that they occupied was labeled
“The Queen Bitches.” At age thirteen,
I had zero desire to be referred to as
neither a cutie nor a camel; what I
longed for in that moment was to be
considered a Queen Bitch.
As a matter of fact, I continue
to hear the call of the Queen Bitches
even to this day, although over the
years it’s become more like the call of
the 'Supercilious Hot Indie Kids Who
Juul in the Commons and Won’t Look
Anybody Except Each Other in the
Eyes'. If I just started to exclusively
wear Carhartt and vintage Patagonia,
started to act kind of mysterious and
unfriendly and got addicted to nicotine, would they invite me to sit
with them? Or maybe their characters
are fundamentally cold, and by the
grace of God they were united during

Welcome Week, then quickly sealed
themselves inside the 'Tomb of the
Cool Kids'. And the facade of saidtomb sure looks magnificent (it’s like,
Baroque or something), but perhaps
the inside is kind of cold, dark and
damp, as I’ve heard tombs tend to be.
I know I run the risk of sounding
really pro-quirky and pro-snowflake
in my closing remarks. For now, I
won’t disclose my stance on these
particular matters, but I will say that
I am indeed pro-emotions and antialoofness. I don’t want to keep idolizing people who make me feel sort of
bad, and I don’t want to stifle all the
joyful emotions I experience each day
for the sake of appearing cool, like I
know something you don’t, like I’m
so troubled and artistically talented
and you could never understand. I’m
happiest when I wear my heart on my
sleeve and when I’m around friends
who do the same. Genuine intimacy is
fucking cool, and perhaps even edgy
in a world that’s constantly trying to
scare the capacity to be vulnerable
straight out of us.
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Luther Abel

Pusillanimity, Price and Pro-Life

Staff Writer
_________________________
A few weeks ago, I wrote an
article about LUCC’s pending decision
on the recognition of a pro-life group
on campus. In so doing, I argued for
why such a group would be a boon
to campus, and why I believe abortion is anti-human and anti-progress.
Since then, I’ve received responses
both public and private — thank you
to all who have done so — and it seems
useful to the campus discourse to
elaborate further on why I think the
way I do about such an ethically and
emotionally difficult subject.
Madison Price wrote an excellent
rejoinder to my article in last week’s
edition of The Lawrentian. While I’ll
be disagreeing with much of what she
wrote in the following lines, this is
not to say what she expressed was not
quality work nor worth serious consideration. In truth, I’ve spent the last
several days reading her submission
and wrestling with her criticisms. To
her, I really do raise my glass.
Central to our debate is abortion, and it is how we view the parties
involved that decides how we come
down on the issue. I will strive to be
as deferential to my opponents as possible because most people want to do
right by others. In my opinion, people who are honest with themselves
should be able to acknowledge that
abortion is a unique and extraordinarily gray moral matter in the human
experience, with no real analogs elsewhere.
On the abortion-rights side of
things, the most sympathetic interpretation is that they are deeply concerned about the perceived negative
effects of an unwanted pregnancy on
a woman’s life. Furthermore, because

a woman contains the developing
human life within her body, she has
the right to decide if that developing life may continue to exist within
her — she should not be forced to
keep something on or within that
she does not want — similar to any
other growth or portion of her body.
This relationship between the unborn
and the woman becomes all the more
strained when she had no choice in
the impregnation.
On the pro-life side, it really
comes down to the unborn's being
attached to, but fundamentally separate from, the mother. I will not make
a religious claim here, because it’s not
necessary. The unborn contains its
own DNA and acts independently of
the mother. Reproduction has happened with the egg’s fertilization, and
abortion literally interrupts a typical
biological process. As this is a human
life, it should be afforded the same
right to life that anyone else has.
Abortion advocates say this
removes a mother’s right to autonomy, which is true — and that’s the
rub. With an abortion or a stay of
abortion — otherwise called a normal pregnancy — someone’s rights
are getting reduced or outright violated. However, the unborn’s rights are
permanently violated when aborted,
and the mother’s full rights are temporarily violated without the option
of abortion — furthermore, it should
be noted that the mother most often
consents to the act which results in
pregnancy (Guttmacher).
Adding to this tension of rights,
pregnancy can only happen to people
with functioning uteri. I am not at
risk of getting pregnant, and so while
abortions end the lives of unborn
boys and girls, it’s only those with
uteri who must confront this reduced

autonomy. That’s a heavy load to bear,
and there’s no getting around it. While
I don’t agree that only women can
have an opinion on abortion, as matters of protecting rights are of the
collective interest, it’s understandable
why abortion rights activists decry the
input of individuals i.e., most men,
who will never be confronted with
the terribly difficult choice of keeping one’s unborn child and suffering
the economic, personal and relational
consequences.
I’m fully in favor of tightening
paternity testing and obligations.
People who engage in unprotected
or under-protected sex should and
must support their partners and offspring. Furthermore, I’d like to see
the cost and complication of adoption
reduced so couples that wish to raise a
child could do so without shelling out
$30k+ and years of their lives for the
privilege.
So here we stand, teetering on
the edge of whose rights are supreme,
and what we do about the fringe cases
where a woman was unable to consent
to sexual intercourse.
Madison is incorrect or oversure on a number of items she uses
to critique me. The first, that abortion is not and was not rooted in
eugenics, racially-tinged eugenics at
that. Madison writes, “I would like
to point out that concern about overpopulation is not a reason individuals seek abortion, and that abortion
as a method of population control
is not an argument the pro-choice
movement makes.” Margaret Sanger,
who in the early 1900s founded medical institutitons that would become
Planned Parenthood, certainly flirted
with eugenic thought for some of her
life, writing that the “consequences of
breeding from stock lacking human

vitality always will give us social problems and perpetuate institutions of
charity and crime."
Anyhow, while Sanger has
been disavowed by some parts of the
Planned Parenthood organization, it's
within the realm of possibility that
this denouncement is little more than
a PR stunt given that more Black
unborn babies are aborted per capita
than any other racial group, per the
CDC’s Abortion Surveillance Report.
Plus, given a supermajority of abortion clinics — PP pre-eminent among
them — are within walking distance of
minority neighborhoods, I believe it to
be targeting.
But doesn’t Planned Parenthood
offer all sorts of non-abortive healthcare? Some of those services have
been declining precipitously for the
past decade or so (Susan B. Anthony
List). One thing they’re doing more of
at PP is abortions. Madison mentions
harassment by pro-life activists when
visiting PP locations. While I have no
patience for such hostility, these folks
aren’t righteously indignant about pap
smears and breast cancer screenings.
As to her criticism of my claim
that we no longer suffer mass starvation in the United States and other
developed countries, she over-corrects. Certainly, there are children
who go home from school wondering
where dinner will be found. However,
we do not see the distended stomachs and related medical issues from
malnutrition that some less fortunate
countries and their citizens endure.
More often, a child’s lack of consistent
meals comes from a parent’s mismanagement of government assistance, a
failure mostly on the guardian’s part
for which I have little patience.
Madison also condemned my
rhetorical lashing of LUCC, and here

I somewhat agree with her. I may
have gone too far; on the other hand,
there’s value in publicly denouncing
that base and vindictive body of carrion I see in LUCC. Those who ask to
control the lives, as I believe LUCC as
an institution do, of others deserve
little patience and less mercy when
they act in such a way. I do not condemn individuals, but the group’s collective decision.
I believe the student government’s grounds for dismissing the
pro-life group’s request for recognition was as baseless as it was craven.
Certain people intimately familiar
with LUCC’s decision were adamant
when talking to me that the decision was made not on the merits,
but on ideologically hostile grounds.
Pusillanimous, indeed.
Welp, I’m well behind my deadline and need to get this submitted. I
hope this was useful, either to confirm
my derangement in your eyes or to
illustrate why abortion debates are so
monstrously difficult and emotionally
charged.
If you disagree or agree, let me
know at abell@lawrence.edu. Cheers!
An apology: I forget that the
physical copy of The Lawrentian
is once again available and that the
hyperlinks I imbed are not there for
print readers to explore. My submission had multiple such links, but I
went to the website and saw they were
not included. Apologies to our readership for this oversight. I would like to
provide as many sources as possible
to support claims made. The Editorial
Board has been informed of this mistake and will be including hyperlinks
in the online version moving forward.

The magic of the world's best worst cult classic
Grank-M-Gurter

Guest Writer
_________________________
I can’t quite say that I expected
to witness the captivating sight of my
scantily-clad peers running through
the Warch cinema with a large dildo
in tow when I envisioned my college
experience. Nor did I foresee myself
yelling “slut” at the same screen I
watched freshmen orientation presentations on during welcome week.
Yet, these two occurrences both highlighted the Halloween weekend of my
third year in college.
The Rocky Horror Picture Show
is an eccentrically unique experience
with an equally one-of-a-kind history.
Originally released as a movie in 1975,
the film flopped in theatres. Viewed

solely by the mainstream audiences
who partook in such activities as theatre-going, it was an atrocity that was
pulled from cinemas that same year.
It was not until 1976 in New York
City when the film began its resurrection. Fascinated by the film, the manager at The Waverly took a chance and
decided to show the film at midnight,
hyping the audience up with the movie’s soundtrack and transforming the

es where queer communities could
gather and openly express gender and
sexuality. Not long after the Stonewall
Riots, this was a necessary outlet to
escape from the mainstream. It was
a place where people of the Whiteheterosexual-monogamist-Christian
dominant society--like Brad and
Janet--were freaks, and queer-kinkypolyamorous subcultures were celebrated. With interactive aspects of

Over a year of being separated as
a campus has brought forth a degree
of isolation for every individual. For
queer students, however, a particular
set of additional challenges came forward. These might have looked like
living in a place where your identity
was suppressed, or not being able to
dress in a gender-affirming way or
moving back to a town where you
don’t know anyone else who shares

connect with one another at Rocky
in a way that I had not remotely seen
since pre-pandemic times. Beyond
the shared call lines and laughter
at the movie, I witnessed my peers
expressing their gender and sexuality with such openness that was difficult to achieve over a year of Zoom
calls and quarantines. Since this was
my first time attending the show, no
other experience during my time at

theatre into a vibrant festivity. This
ensued a weekly tradition of regulars
who sat in the front rows, eventually growing familiar enough to adlib
parts of the movie, yell the film’s
first call lines and dress as the film’s
characters.
From this, showings of Rocky
across the country grew into spac-

the show like none before, The Rocky
Horror Picture Show united the parts
of society the world wished to keep
excluded.
Today, although the production
is accepted and enjoyed by a much
larger audience, the show still holds
true to its roots. This shined through
at the showings this past weekend.

your identity.
For all students, and especially
for those who are queer or in an
otherwise marginalized community,
this meant losing the ability to connect with others on campus in some
capacity.
This past weekend, I saw
Lawrence students come together and

Lawrence has quite lived up to the
openness I saw that night.
Like the original resurrection
of The Rocky Horror Picture Show,
the showing at Lawrence allowed
students--especially those who are
queer--to come together and feel a
sense of belonging and acceptance.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. The
Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions. For the full editorial policy and parameters for submitting articles, please refer to the masthead, which is located on the back of each edition.
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What was your favorite childhood halloween costume?
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— Editorial policy is
determined by the editors.
Any opinions that appear
unsigned are those of the
majority of The Lawrentian’s
Editorial Board.

Editor-in-Chief:
Molly Ruffing

— Letters to the editor are
encouraged. The editors
reserve the right to edit for
style and space. Letters must
be emailed to:
lawrentian@lawrence.
edu. Submissions by email
should be text attachments.
— All submissions to editorial pages must be turned in
to The Lawrentian no later
than 5 p.m. on the Monday
before publication.
“I stop wearing shorts when it dips
below 93 degrees.”
— Patrick Randerson

“I’d love to say around 35-40
deegrees Fahrenheit, but in reality
I’ve worn them in a lot colder
temperatures so anything flies.”
— Eliza Peetz

“65 degrees Fahrenheit .”
— Elyssa Pfluger

— All submissions to the
editorial pages must be
accompanied by a phone
number at which the author
can be contacted. Articles
submitted without a contact
number will not be published.
— The Lawrentian reserves
the right to refuse to print
any submissions received
after the above deadline
— Letters to the editor will
be edited for clarity, decency, accuracy and grammar.

“It’s not so much a specific
temperature but the overall feel. Like,
if it starts getting more windy and
the sun isn’t out as much, I’ll stop
wearing shorts.”
— Grace Stahl

“I’d say 68 degrees Fahrenheit.”
— Kate Stenson

“Up to 35 degrees Fahrenheit if I’m
not working out. If I get out of a
workout, I could do up to 20 degrees.
Yes, I’m the girl with the shorts.”
— Marifé Entenza-Sierra

“I don’t wear shorts that often
despite the season, but to answer the
question: when my legs get chilly.”
— May Li

“57 degrees Fahrenheit!.”
— Riley Newton

“Maybe 10 degrees Celsius because
the distance between buildings on
campus is short.”
— Yui Niizeki Maehara
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Not Pictured

Hannah Frank, Copy Editor

Shania Johnson, Copy Chief

Miri Villerius, Op-Ed Editor

“I will leave the house in shorts
(given that I’m wearing a coat) in
anything down to about 5 degrees.
I’ve done it before. I’ll do it again.”

“60 degrees is the lowest for shorts.”

“As a midwestern edgelady, I’m
offended to be asked this question.
I will never cover my ankles, you
temperature-sensitive puritans.”

HELP THE ENVIRONMENT.
RECYCLE THIS NEWSPAPER!

— Letters to the editor
should not be more than 500
words.
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